
Solo Meditations Vol. 1

“A whole new paradigm for jazz drums…”- 
Improvijazzation 

Legendary drummer and composer Max Roach once said that 
African-American musicians should “employ our skill to tell the 
dramatic story of our people.” With the release of Solo 
Meditations Vol. 1 on August 28, 2015, by drummer and 
composer Dr. Mark Lomax, II is bringing the voice of the drum 
back to the forefront and telling the story with his unique  
approach to solo drumset performance. Solo Meditations Vol. 
1 follows Lomax’s initial solo work, Modern Communications 
in Ancient Rhythms (CFG Multimedia, 2013) — which has been 
heralded “an unflinching tour-de-force” by listeners and 
“proof that the drums are a melodic instrument” by Jazz 
Columbus.

Solo Meditations Vol. 1 is a collection of spontaneous 
compositions built from fragments of rhythm and melody 
creating a tapestry of sound not yet explored by modern 
drummers. Dr. Lomax is classically trained composer with a 
lifetime of experience behind the uniquely American version of 
the drum choir. This music is melodic. This is not your 
typical drum music.

The release of Solo Meditations Vol. 1 occurs during a period 
of extraordinary normative violence against African 
Americans- an ideal time to reflect on the roots of African-
American culture. While the folk music of other cultures is 
widely celebrated, the African Drum song was stripped from 
the people during slavery and its language lost, but with Solo 
Meditations Vol. 1, Dr. Lomax is creating a vibrant new 
language for the instrument based on African and African-
American rhythm traditions giving the music a cultural 
relevance and the Drum is telling stories once again.  
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Track Listing:
1) Charleston & Memphis
2) Fire Baptized
3) July The 4th
4) Visions For Black Men
5) Joy
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